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Methods for Historians Attending to the Voices of the Past
Josephine Hoegaerts
Abstract • How do we thoroughly historicize the voice, or integrate it into our historical 
research, and how do we account for the mundane daily practices of voice . . . the constant 
talking, humming, murmuring, whispering, and mumbling that went on off stage, in living 
rooms, debating clubs, business meetings, and on the streets? Work across the human-
ities has provided us with approaches to deal with aspects of voices, vocality, and their 
sounds. This article considers how we can mobilize and adapt such interdisciplinary meth-
ods for the study of history. It charts out a practical approach to attend to the history of 
voices—including unmusical ones—before recording, drawing on insights from the fi elds 
of sound studies, musicology, and performativity. It suggests ways to “listen anew” to famil-
iar sources as well as less conventional source material. And it insists on a combination of 
analytical approaches focusing on vocabulary, bodily practice, and the questionable par-
ticularity of sound.
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E. P. Thompson . . . quotes [his sources] generously, providing readers with 
glimpses of the voices of a working class in the making. These quotations, 
the spelling often idiosyncratic, sometimes phonetic, are such that readers 
can almost hear these voices.1
The metaphor of voices being suppressed, speaking to us from the past, or being given new meaning runs through historiography almost like a 
guiding light. Social or sociocultural historians, in particular, are concerned 
by the issue of whose voices end up on the historical record; over many de-
cades, they have been steadily working to give a voice to laborers, women, 
ethnic others, children, the disabled, the nonhuman, and other historical 
actors who have traditionally been overshadowed by great White male mov-
ers and shakers. The project of uncovering these new voices carries two 
promises.
First, a democratization of the past is implied, a commitment to paying 
attention to social and cultural diversity, a sense of equality among actors 
whose lives are researched by the historian. Listening to all voices of all his-
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torical actors suggests that we regard all of them as being of equal interest, 
that we do not reproduce the hierarchical structures of the past in our schol-
arly work. It also supports attempts to restore the imbalance that has re-
sulted from centuries of inequality, oppression, and refusal to take members 
of some groups into account. One of the most famous uses of the metaphor 
of vocal practice in scholarship is a stark representation of that imbalance: 
Gayatri Spivak’s question can the subaltern speak? makes the connection very 
clearly: social inequality plays out vocally in the ability to speak.2 Second, 
the project also carries the promise that, despite sophisticated understand-
ings of the limitations of our various sources, our methods and our own 
imaginations, we can somehow revive historical actors and their actions. Or, 
at the very least, we can re-present them, make them present and “alive” 
in our own mind and in our readers’ minds. This connection between voice 
and presence has a long history in Western philosophy. It ranges from Socra-
tes’s oft-quoted dictum “Speak, so that I may see you” to Adriana Cavarero’s 
refl ections on the primacy of voice in Jacques Derrida’s system of presence.3 
In modern times, the equation between voice and presence has only become 
stronger with the rise of acoustic technology, even though that same tech-
nology has made the experience of disembodied voices much more com-
mon.4 Long before video-conferencing became ubiquitous, the telephone 
enabled us to seem present in places where in fact our bodies are absent. The 
phonograph and its many successors can re-present voices that have been 
emitted elsewhere, or even in the past. This was an unsettling experience 
for its early users.5 James Joyce captured the gramophone’s spooky abilities 
of re-presentation in Ulysses:
Besides how could you remember everybody? Eyes, walk, voice. Well, the 
voice, yes: gramophone. Have a gramophone in every grave or keep it in 
the house. After dinner on a Sunday. Put on poor old greatgrandfather 
Kraahraark! Hellohellohello amawfullyglad kraark awfullygladaseeragain 
hellohello amarawf kopthsth. Remind you of the voice like the photograph 
reminds you of the face.6
It is perhaps the profound sense of loss evoked by describing “grandpa’s 
voice” from beyond the grave that inspires all these metaphorical voices in 
history. Etched onto the phonogram is a voice that makes an absence almost 
tangible. The absence asserts itself in the way that the voice alone is present, 
a voice fruitlessly trying to overcome its own fl ightiness, making it seem 
impervious to any real historicization.7 As historians, we seem to be chas-
ing after the voices of the past, but pay little attention to what is so acutely 
central to the voice, “Kraahraark!”: its sound. As any user of a telephone 
knows, the sound of a voice can be highly individual: it makes the speaker 
seem present not only because their words travel from one place to another, 
but because we immediately recognize a speaker who is personally known 
to us. We easily take the voice as a symbol for the person on the other end, 
its sound evoking their body and identity. Or we think of our own voice as 
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representing us, despairing when a cold makes us sound like we are “not 
ourselves.”8 Moreover, voices are not culturally or politically innocent, and 
neither are they imagined to be. They lure sailors to rocks and early graves, 
they swing elections, they convince, repel, seduce, and command. The voice 
not only matters to us—especially those of us who are becoming like twenty-
fi rst-century cyborgs steeped in audio-visual media—it mattered to histor-
ical actors too. Indeed, it perhaps mattered more so in the past, because 
happenings that were purely verbal would rarely if ever be recorded live and 
thus were unrepeatable until the technology developed with which we have 
become familiar. Yet despite surges in interest in the history of the body, the 
senses, and experience, very little about voices’ more visceral qualities, or 
about the sensorial experience, can be found in historiography.
In what follows, I will attempt to chart out some ways in which we 
can attend to voices of the past. More particularly, I will focus on those 
sounds emitted in modern Europe, before acoustic recording and replay 
technology became available.9 I do so mainly because this is the context 
with which I am most familiar and from where I can draw my examples.10 
Even though I hope some of the strategies proposed here may be useful to 
historians of earlier periods, they do depend on the kind of material gen-
erated by modern or modernized institutions, such as the Conservatoire, 
standardized parliamentary records, and systematic approaches to sound 
and language that were deemed scientifi c. First, I will refl ect on some of the 
problems that historians have encountered when attempting to write histo-
ries including voice. Second, I will show some workarounds that have been 
successfully used by scholars in different disciplines to historicize singing, 
speaking, and listening bodies. And third, I will present some ways in which 
historians, drawing on methodologies from sound studies, musicology, and 
performance studies, can, in fact, include voice, or at least some voices, in 
their work.
The Problem of Missing Documentation
The main problem scholars have encountered in dealing with the voices of 
the past is a predictable one, but it needs to be pointed out. Because of its 
immaterial nature, vocal sound leaves no direct traces that can be stored, 
archived, and retrieved. A historian of eighteenth-century France, Arlette 
Farge, framed the problem with some sense of poetry in her Essai pour une 
histoire des voix, drawing attention to the voice’s propensity to evaporate al-
most as soon as it is produced. “The voice,” for Farge, is “a sonorous thread” 
drawing connections of “wind and breath” in mysterious but also deeply 
embodied ways.11
What the Essai studies is not so much the sound of the French eigh-
teenth-century voice, but rather that of eighteenth-century French. Sifting 
through different spellings and transcriptions of speech in the Parisian legal, 
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police, and welfare archives, Farge meticulously reconstructs changing pat-
terns of pronunciation and its sociocultural meanings. This reveals much 
about the lives of those who have landed in the archives against their will. 
Institutional archives often refl ect extorted speech: “People spoke of things 
that would have remained unsaid if a destabilizing social event had not oc-
curred.”12 Farge restores the words of lower-class women especially, to the 
historical record, but not the sound of their voices. This is of particular im-
portance because the political and cultural inability to hear women’s voices 
has a history of its own, which goes beyond a sheer unwillingness to listen. 
As research on early recording technology has shown, the apparent inaudi-
bility of the female voice was often explained in terms of pitch and timbre. 
Political inaudibility therefore became entrenched in the science and tech-
nology of acoustics and biology.13
It is telling that, although “through these small lives [we can] hear the 
inaudible, sometimes ignoble, sound of humanity, and catch the insistent 
melody of attempted happiness and hard-won dignity,” Farge still struggled 
to uncover vocal sounds.14 They are lost to our practices of record-keeping: 
voices do not take a tangible form and therefore do not fi t on our shelves. 
Jonathan Rée, who studied Deaf practices in I See a Voice, suggests an ap-
proach focusing on the different ways in which voices have been visual-
ized.15 But no system, no matter how sophisticated, can really store sound, 
or allow us to archive it like we can images or text. As Rée puts it, record-
ings cannot reproduce voice, they merely supply incomplete and mediated 
copies of a vocal reality.16 In fact, once recordings do become possible and 
widely available, they will seem to have done more to co-create voices than 
to simply store them.17 The impossibility of storing a sensorial reality in an 
archive is quite common: the smells of Paris have evaporated too, as has the 
taste of absinth—as various historians of the senses have pointed out.18 Yet 
there seems to be something particularly light-footed about vocal sound. 
Mladen Dolar described it as “a bodily missile which has detached itself from 
its source, emancipated itself, yet remains corporeal.”19 This mobile, precari-
ously attached, quality of vocal sound has been central to images of the voice 
for centuries. Its propensity to hide and quietly disappear was embodied, in 
Ancient Greece, by the loquacious nymph Echo, whose punishment for her 
talkativeness was to wither away and merge with the forest, leaving her re-
petitive voice to wander on its own.20
The cruel treatment of Echo, perhaps the ultimate loud woman, also 
points us to another document-related problem: not every voice was con-
sidered equally important and therefore not every utterance was noted or 
even heard as fully human.21 The writings of notable historians have often 
given praise to the silence of women, children, slaves, and other others, 
refl ecting a general unwillingness to attend to their voices and class their 
utterances as speech.22 This has had the effect of, ostensibly at least, erasing 
their voices: while discourse (voice heard as speech) has been transcribed, 
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irrational or illegible sound (voice heard as inhuman) has at best been de-
scribed. Those who did manage to raise their voices were often compared 
to animals, which underlined their vocality while depriving them of vocal 
agency. The image of the overtalkative woman, be it a nag, a gossip, or a 
frivolous girl, is splashed across the pages of newspaper columns, novels, 
and even medical treatises. It was, for example, assumed in the nineteenth 
century that women did not stutter, because their more fl exible vocal or-
gans were so eminently suited for, and trained in, ceaseless chatter.23 In 
reading these documents, we are invited to imagine the nineteenth century 
as a cacophony of women, hawkers, children, sailors, so-called “savages,” 
and fools—but we are not to hear any of those sounds as voices capable of 
speech. They are merely noise.
Fruitlessly imagining such noisy scenes makes one wish for ways to re-
create these soundscapes. Alain Corbin’s masterful imagination of the sonic 
materiality of bells in rural France is an example of this approach, as is Mark 
Smith’s study of the divided soundscape of Antebellum America.24 Such his-
tories go beyond descriptions of experience and represent the sonic potenti-
ality of the material world from which a soundscape can emerge. Knowing 
how large and heavy a bell was can tell us much about its acoustic qualities, 
but it also leaves a lot of imaginative work for the reader. Moreover, as mu-
sicologists have been showing since the 1990s, reconstituting the material 
objects that produced certain historical sounds still leaves us grappling with 
our profoundly ahistorical ears, which are accustomed to making sense of 
our own, twenty-fi rst-century environment.25 The “period ear,” as musicol-
ogists have termed it, cannot be simply (re)constructed, it must be painstak-
ingly imagined, pieced together from a variety of sources to modestly begin 
to understand what historical actors may have heard.26
Studies of musical and theatrical “period ears” offer the fi rst hints to-
ward a solution, for historians, to the problem of the voice’s immateriality 
and transience. The issue is not only, or even mainly, a lack of sources per 
se, but rather a lack of methodological tools to mobilize archival material for 
a more sensory engagement with the sounding throats and ringing ears of 
the past. Recent work in sound studies has increasingly shown that dealing 
with the acoustic realities of our environment demands the development 
of “sonic skills.”27 This was as true in the past as it is now, as studies on 
the “sonic skills” of car mechanics or of early experts in medical ausculta-
tion show quite clearly.28 The majority of historical and cultural studies of 
sonic practices and sonic skills have been carried out on subjects related to 
sound-producing technologies (telephones, cars, air-raids, cassettes, etc.),29 
which leave historians with a “paper trail.”30 I would argue, however, that 
for most of modernity the human voice was imagined to be a technology 
or a communication device as well. The methods used by historians of the 
MP3, or of the stethoscope and other avatars of acoustic techniques, can 
therefore be applied to a history of the voice.31
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Currently Available Solutions
So far, however, the fi eld of sound studies has been less concerned with 
the living voice—with the notable exception of the work of Nina Eidsheim, 
to which I will come back later. That is not to say that they, or historians, 
have been inattentive to the voices of the past. Various historians of repre-
sentative politics, in particular, have recently pointed to the importance of 
speech in the making of modern life.32 More generally, the study of rhetoric 
and oratory seems to be making a comeback, albeit a modest one.33 Studies 
of oratory and political practice do not necessarily focus their attention on 
voices per se—their main concerns are style and effect. When studying the 
latter, however, many of them show, fi rst, how important the vocal practice 
of public speech remained in the nineteenth century,34 which was supported 
by the rise of printing and the increasing availability of the press.35 Second, 
they also demonstrate how affected modern audiences could be by particular 
modes of speech, which were modulated by the voices delivering them. Dan-
iel Morat notes, for example, in his study of Otto von Bismarck’s speeches, 
that the Chancellor had a particular relationship to the parliamentary stenog-
raphers on account of his apparently less than pleasant and audible voice.36 
His speeches were interstitched with “sudden rasping” and interjections in a 
“weak voice”; they “could absolutely not be represented by stenographers,” 
because no “written symbols” existed to signify such sounds.37
The sphere of the reception of political speech is also where the nine-
teenth-century archive excels: various reports, columns, diaries, and satir-
ical pieces have been preserved, in both published and unpublished forms, 
about almost any public utterance, and particularly about political ones.38 
With such a literate and eloquent audience reporting on their own experi-
ence of the speeches they heard, it is no wonder that historians interested 
in the issue of the political spoken word have mainly turned to practices of 
listening rather than to practices of vocalization. This is also largely in line 
with the work done in fi elds like anthropology, philosophy, and musicol-
ogy, where sophisticated methodologies and analyses of listening have been 
put forward calling for a radical inclusion of the body in understandings of 
sound, whether it is as “grain” or as “materialization.”39 Of particular value 
for attempts to historicize the voice is Freya Jarman’s Queer Voices, which 
offers a sensitive engagement with ambiguous voices through an analysis of 
the author’s practices of listening as well as through a musicological refl ec-
tion on the bodily practices, cultural scripts, and processes of mediatization 
that go into making such voices.40 Observing that “voice categories are nat-
uralized rather than natural as such,” Jarman calls “the naturalness of the 
voice itself” into question, particularly where it intersects with that other 
category that is “naturalized rather than natural as such”: gender.41 “Less 
visible,” Jarman notes, “the voice is nonetheless complicit in the theatrics of 
gender, and a voice that does not comply with the visible signs of gender is as 
disruptive to the performance of gender as any other, silent sign could be.”42
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Jarman’s account of the gendered and queer voice in popular music 
also points to a second approach to thinking about the voice culturally and 
historically, which is by focusing on its embodied qualities. Sitting on the 
boundary between body and language, the voice mediates between both: 
“The bodily nature of the voice and its opposition in this way renders the 
voice as a site of danger, a borderline object that draws attention to the 
mutability of boundaries”43 and, I would add, to the mutability of the body 
itself. The voice does the cultural work of embodiment with remarkable agil-
ity and speed. As histories of song and recording have shown, vocal tech-
niques that claim to be natural have long histories of artifi ce and change 
over time as theatrical taste and genres change. The jazz voice arose in con-
junction with the rise of the microphone and changes in American musical 
taste.44 Likewise, the disappearance of the castrato from the operatic stage 
shows how models of what was heard as natural or acceptable human sound 
have changed over time.45 The voice seems to lend itself particularly to such 
performative histories of the body because, more than other physical char-
acteristics, the changing nature of its seemingly biological character can be 
exposed quite easily. Performers can “put on” different voices and indeed 
change their bodies as well as gendered, sexual, and other markers in pro-
found ways while still assuming a deep-seated connection between voice 
and embodied identity. Think, for example, about current popular counter-
tenors and their sometimes exaggerated masculine trappings.46
Although gender has received more attention so far, it is by no means 
the only way in which voices express, form, and anchor embodiment. Naomi 
André’s Black Opera shows how ethnicity has, likewise, been vocalized and 
heard in profoundly visceral and material ways.47 Likewise, Nina Eidsheim’s 
writes, in The Race of Sound: “In the same way that culturally derived systems 
of pitches organized into scales render a given vibrational fi eld in tune or 
out of tune, a culturally derived system of race renders a given vibrational 
fi eld attached to a person as a white voice, a black voice—that is, ‘in tune’ 
with expected correlations between skin color and vocal timbre.”48 In her 
earlier work, Eidsheim established that engagement with sound is always 
thoroughly physical in ways that go far beyond hearing and listening.49 Her 
analysis of the racialized voice draws our attention to the vocalizing body, 
but also to the constant interplay between producers and audiences of voice. 
If race is vocalized, after all, it can only do so when someone hears race “in” 
a voice’s sound.50
The deconstruction of the seemingly natural character of the embodied 
voice has, so far, mainly focused on the singing voice, or voices that are 
somehow trained or professional. Similarly, the ventriloquist’s exceptional 
voice has been historicized, focusing on its tenuous relation to the vocalizing 
body. In Dumbstruck, Steven Connor draws our attention to the problem of 
the immaterial nature of the voice itself, but also immediately draws it back 
to its bodily origins. “The voice,” Connor notes, is intimately connected to 
space and materiality because “it is the means of articulation. The voice is 
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the agent of the articulated body, for it traverses and connects the different 
parts of me, lungs, trachaea, larynx, palate, tongue, lips. It both distinguishes 
and connects ingestion and utterance. It moves from me to you, and from 
me to myself, in moving from the mouth to the ear.”51
The seemingly acousmatic quality of the ventriloquist’s voice sets it apart. 
Connor shows how it was feared, celebrated, and ridiculed throughout dif-
ferent moments in history, as the acousmatic voice was heard differently. 
The ventriloquized voice, however, also outlines those practices and norms 
that defi ne what constituted vocal normality.52 Those are tightly linked to 
ideas of physically externalized propriety, beauty, and health—to the body 
deemed to be “normal.”
Work in different disciplines provides us with a number of approaches 
and strategies to deal with different aspects of the voices of the past. They 
show us ways to think about written documents as representatives of a lan-
guage that also existed as a spoken one and that was therefore modulated by 
pronunciation and the categories of identity that those entailed—be they the 
dialectic utterances of a young Parisian prostitute or the lofty elocution of a 
parliamentary representative. They show that the print culture of the nine-
teenth century, rather than replace an earlier oral culture, actually provides 
us with the refl ections of a multitude of listeners on the theatrical, political, 
musical, and other vocalizations that they heard. And they provide us with 
a hefty toolbox with which to think about the intertwined, embodied prac-
tices of singing and listening to musical voices, exposing the shifting sounds 
of gender, sexuality, and race. What is missing—or rather what is left for the 
sociocultural historian to discover—is, fi rst, how to mobilize and adapt such 
methods. How do we thoroughly historicize the voice, or integrate it into 
our historical research? Second, how do we bring this knowledge to bear 
on the more mundane daily practices of voice, the constant talking, hum-
ming, murmuring, whispering, and mumbling that went on offstage in liv-
ing rooms, debating clubs, business meetings, on the streets, and elsewhere?
Suggestions for a History of the Voice in Four Steps
In what follows, I will attempt to sketch out a strategy. Building on the ex-
isting work on embodied and heard voices mentioned above and combining 
those methods with tools from the fi elds of sound studies and performa-
tivity, I will chart out an approach in four steps. Rather than consecutive 
stages of research, these suggest four different but interlocking approaches, 
including practices of receiving, describing, producing, and making sense 
of vocal sounds, thus involving both speakers and their audiences in the 
process—sometimes blurring the boundaries between both. They will, how-
ever, be set out as four separate steps below for the sake of clarity: The fi rst 
is looking at ways to interpret early attempts to record or document vocal 
sounds on paper; the second is looking at suggestions for a historical glossary 
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of descriptors of vocal sounds; the third is looking at the place of histori-
cal actors’ bodies in histories of the voice; and the fourth is looking at the 
need to consider the constant interplay between listeners and speakers and 
between different sounding practices. Practically, these four approaches in-
clude ways to reinterpret a number of sources that will be familiar to histori-
ans of modernity as well as ways to include perhaps less well-known or less 
conventional source materials. They also insist on a combination of analyti-
cal approaches focusing on vocabulary, bodily practice, and the particularity 
of sound as a phenomenon.53 Together, they aim to present a consistently 
historicizing approach, one that is deeply interested in sensorial experiences 
in the past while critically engaging with the sensory experience of the con-
temporary historian. In other words, the following strategy does not suggest 
a reconstruction of voices or ears of the past, but rather argues for attuning 
ourselves to the changing cultural, social, and political meaning afforded to 
voices by means of analyzing and contextualizing their experiential presence 
in historical sources. The goal is to do so while remaining critically aware of 
contemporary meanings attached to the experience of hearing and produc-
ing vocal sound.
Step 1: Recording
The fi rst step proposed here addresses the commonly perceived problem of 
the absence of acoustic recordings until the late nineteenth century. While 
there is no way to retrieve and replay voices before that period, sound stud-
ies scholars such as John Picker and Jonathan Sterne have shown that the 
ambition to record sound far preceded the invention of the machinery that 
would eventually do so.54 In other words, for most of the nineteenth century 
the acoustic replay of a sound was not practically available, but the ability 
to somehow store sound for the future, or hear those of the past, existed in 
the imagination. Nineteenth-century recording practices went beyond imag-
ining, however. A wide range of techniques and technologies was invented 
to capture sound. Replay remained beyond the grasp of these inventors, but 
the act of recording was refi ned through the application of different systems 
of reception (of vibration, mainly) and notation. Contraptions like the eido-
phone (which translated sound vibrations into botanical-looking images), 
the imaginative use of cinématographie to capture speech and above all facial 
expression, and photographs of vocal vibrations sat next to various systems 
of transcription such as musical notation, shorthand (“the art of following 
speech in writing”) and newer inventions such as Alexander Bell’s “visible 
speech” alphabet.55 Because these technologies were mostly visualizations of 
sound, they have left us with an impressive “paper trail.”56
Reading these differently notated recordings of nineteenth-century 
sound is not straightforward, and gaining fl uency in the interpretations of 
visible alphabets, shorthands, or tonograms probably asks for too much of 
an investment of time and energy to be workable for all but the most spe-
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cialized researchers. I would argue, however, that a more cultural approach 
to these sources, which does not demand such fl uency, goes a long way in 
providing historians with basic understandings of the meaning and value of 
the sound that is conveyed in these documents. Simply put, the particular 
goals and characteristics of a notational system, usually explained at length 
by its inventor, shows what aspects of sound were considered important and 
Figure 1. Image produced by the eidophone. Courtesy of Cornell University Library.58
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meaningful. Whereas musical notation, for example, drew attention mainly 
to rhythm and pitch, the eidophone attempted to capture aspects of timbre, 
as its resulting fl owers were thought to refl ect the purity and harmonious-
ness of the singer’s produced tones.57 This insight in the weighing of differ-
ently valued qualities or characteristics of sound are particularly useful for a 
study of the history of vocal sound because they can help us to reinterpret a 
notational system that historians are already very familiar with: text.
Alphabetic languages, even though we may often forget it in daily usage, 
are a particularly longstanding example of how vocal sounds of the past can 
be recorded, but they are also an example of how closely description and 
prescription are aligned and how entangled they are in the case of the voice. 
A written text can be read out loud, an extemporaneous speech can be taken 
down in notes, and poems are recited while they sit on the page. Take the 
British tradition of the monarch’s speech to open parliament, for example, 
which consisted, in the 1830s and 1840s, of a young queen vocalizing a 
text composed by her government. This vocal performance was followed by 
numerous attempts to transcribe, transport, and even revoice the speech—a 
sign that the speech consisted of vocal performance and composition, both 
equally important, and that the chronological order between voice and text 
was thoroughly unclear.59 In The Ancient Phonograph, Shane Butler shows 
how text can have even more sounding and sound-recording qualities, in 
approaching ancient textual material as “vocal artifacts.”60
Recognizing these sounding qualities of written text allows us to return 
to many classic, conventional sources for modern history and mine them for 
their potential as recordings of voices: not only political speeches, but also 
poems, sermons, military commands, and even novels, which were often 
expected to be read out loud.61 Taking into account the ambitions expressed 
in the invention of various new notations systems as well as the sonic skills 
embedded in these systems allows us to focus on those aspects of sound that 
we know to have been important. Many examples could be drawn from 
the proceedings of various European Houses of Parliament, representing 
speeches and debates in a space in which voices, quite clearly, mattered. 
Although these texts do not represent literal representations of speeches, 
but rather heavily redacted ones, they do represent a systematic attempt 
to record the voices as well as the opinions of a large number of people 
over a long period of time.62 They also show the wide range of skills that 
clerks, listeners, and speakers shared in making sense of vocal sound. They 
referred to voices’ pitches and registers in a musical vocabulary (deriding 
falsetto and tremolo sounds, for example), and drew on memories of different 
men’s voices (pointing out the ways in which some younger MPs sounded 
like their fathers). Some even used bird sounds and different musical genres 
as evocative images of human sound. When, in the early twentieth cen-
tury Belgian second chamber, the liberal Louis Hymans and Catholic Charles 
Woeste locked horns over public education, they did so by mocking each 
other’s speeches musically. The dragging discussion, one member had earlier 
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suggested, was just repeating “de vieux rossignols”—old news, in other words, 
but the phrase could also be taken to literally mean “old nightingales.” The 
Catholics picked up this image of their opponents as a choir of old night-
ingales, singing the same old song. Hymans responded in kind, suggesting 
that the Catholic Woeste was singing hymns and that his words, too, were 
repetitive and not representative of rational speech:
Mr. Woeste: They sing fl at! (More laughter)
Mr. Hymans: Undoubtedly, you alone sing in tune in your chapel, but I am 
of another musical school!63
Step 2: Descriptive Glossary
What has become obvious from these examples of political speech, I hope, is 
that listeners in a period before acoustic recording were extremely skilled at 
describing vocal sounds, and they did so with great care, attention to detail, 
and imagination.64 They likely shared these sonic skills with their reading 
audience, who would have been adept at reading texts as renditions (how-
ever faulty, incomplete, or distorted) of vocal sound. As Katherine Bergeron 
has shown in her study of mélodie, the interaction between changing ideas 
about voice, changing vocal practices, and changing representations of voice 
was constant. Moreover, in French, as in many other languages, it was 
also entangled with changing understandings of language and parler juste.65 
Moreover, professionals of voice and vocal knowledge were not exclusively 
interested in beautiful and pathological voices: the sound of the common Pa-
risian plumber sits next to that of Sarah Bernhardt in the Archives de la Parole, 
which not only shows an interest in the diversity of voices, but also that a 
number of professional and leisurely activities were understood as depen-
dent on particular kinds and skills of speech. Whereas historians have lately 
pointed to the importance of the vocal practices of known public speakers 
(such as political representatives, judges, and preachers), this importance of 
vocal interactions in less exalted professions has not received equal atten-
tion. But it was recognized in the past: stammering manuals, for example, 
regularly explained how important fl uent speech was for one’s income. On 
the very fi rst page of William Ketley’s introduction to the Beasley Method, 
a therapeutic approach to stammering, readers were confronted with this 
stark image:
To the inveterate stammerer almost as many avenues of life are closed as 
to the deaf and dumb. The army, the navy, the civil service, public appoint-
ments and public offi ce of every kind, parliament, the pulpit, the bar and 
the scholastic professions are, sealed against them; . . . Even in the humbler 
walks of life the stammerer is debarred from many callings. He can neither 
be railway porter, nor guard, nor engine driver, nor policeman, nor sol-
dier, nor jack-tar. His unreadiness of speech haunts him even as a carter or 
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checker, and only in the most humble callings where silence is golden, and 
physical work alone is required, can he be said to feel least the restraint of 
his affl iction.66
Following Bergeron’s approach in connecting musical and medical skills 
with more day-to-day sonic skills, we may fruitfully use musical, medical, 
and therapeutic sources like the above to look for clues about the kind of 
vocabulary that historical observers would have had at their disposal to de-
scribe vocal sounds. In nineteenth-century France, this included a number 
of comparisons likening the human voice to musical instruments, in order to 
understand it better. Early-nineteenth-century medical treatises on the voice 
would often also include a chapter on the physics of sound, which seems to 
have led authors to this imagery of musical instruments to explain the me-
chanics of the voice. Eduard Fournie, for example, who wrote an extensive 
study on the physiology of the voice, insisted that “the larynx functions with 
the same mechanism as a wind instrument,” an idea that he expanded upon 
in the book’s lengthy “preliminary notions” and that contained signifi cant 
anatomical and acoustic knowledge.67 While opinions differed on whether 
the mechanics of the voice were more like those of a violin, a trombone, or 
a clarinet, running through all these refl ections are notions of acoustic sim-
ilarity. Musical instruments were believed to have been developed in order 
to imitate the human voice, which represented an ideal as “the sound that 
goes most directly to the human soul.”68
In less scientifi c parlance, in journalism and satire, for example, this 
imagination of the voice as instrument was turned into a rich vocabulary to 
describe particular voices, that is, to designate the grandiose vocal sounds 
of a particular speaker as “our great trombone,”69 to ascribe aspects of the 
sound of a violin to a particularly weepy voice, or even to imagine a mul-
tivoiced debate as an orchestral performance. A report of a student debate 
at the Cambridge Union at the end of the nineteenth century noted that “it 
began pianissimo, then led through a crescendo, to fff. Then came a dimin-
uendo and a pretty little staccato passage from Mr. Malim, that was a relief 
after a long spell of Maestoso.”70
Such descriptions of voices resurface in all kinds of personal and pub-
lished writing in the nineteenth century but are often diffi cult to grasp in 
isolation. Many historians of both politics and childhood, for example, will 
have come across “silvery” voices, which clearly denotes a certain skill and 
vocal success, but its precise meaning usually remains unclear. In conjunc-
tion with the knowledge of the voice’s mechanics, however, and in conver-
sation with a body of work in which such descriptions were repeatedly used, 
they start to make more sense. The examination books of the Paris Conser-
vatoire are one such source. From the beginning of the nineteenth century, 
teachers of music and declamation jotted down brief notes about their stu-
dents, usually reducing a performance to one terse phrase such as “clear, 
sonorous and pleasant voice,” “charming, but in need of much work,” or the 
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devastating “will make a good chorister.”71 They resorted, quite naturally, to 
the kind of metaphoric vocabulary described above. Though consummate 
professionals, these teachers cannot be considered scientifi c or medical ex-
perts: they were unlikely to have more than a passing familiarity with the 
scientifi c publications cited above. The Conservatoire generally insisted on 
a separation between science and art, and claimed superior expertise in the 
latter based in tradition. Various enterprising scientists attempted to offer 
courses in vocal hygiene or physiology, but none of them really took hold 
in the curriculum. In 1911, the director declared that “teaching in the con-
servatory must be and remain purely artistic.”72 The conservatory’s teach-
ers’ notes therefore refl ect a general, if extremely well-developed, way to 
speak about the voice, and their ability to describe vocal sounds can perhaps 
best be compared to the skillset of theater and music critics. Interestingly, 
rather than referring to color to describe timbre or Klangfarbe,73 their notes 
use a rich vocabulary of temperatures (warm vs. cold voices), metals (brassy 
and silvery), bodily forms (roundness vs. angularity), and social associations 
(singing like a cook, comme une cuisinière). In 1873, Charles Blanc, Director of 
Fine Arts and friend of composer Hector Berlioz, made a list of the following 
notes as he was assessing the declamation exams:74
Remarkable, a bit affected
Audible, good organ, bite
Good voice and warmth of expression
A bit cold without physiognomy
Physiognomy without any charm but not without character
Disagreeable physique, intelligent, polite
Has grace, taste, weak voice that tires easily
Wisdom, gravity, beauty . . . a nuance of coldness, too much emotion
Pretty voice well managed, a bit cold
No organ, dull and muffl ed voice. Nothing to be done?
Whereas the avalanche of medical, musical, and therapeutic manuals 
of vocal health may seem to be far removed from the reality of a common 
speaker or listener, these more mundane, rapid-fi re notes show, fi rst, that 
one did not need to be a scientist or a poet to have access to a rich vocabulary 
about voice and, second, that the terminology used across different genres 
was not too widely different.75 This becomes even more obvious when we 
take the kind of vocabulary used by satirists and journalists into account, 
who—very much like the professors of chant and elocution—commented 
on speakers’ grasseyement,76 on the metal in their voice, or compared some 
speaking voices to musical instruments. One particularly well-known exam-
ple, Henry Lucy, who was known as both a political journalist and a parlia-
mentary sketch writer in Victorian Britain, provides numerous examples of 
the creative ways in which journalists managed to evoke politicians’ sound-
ing voices. In his Men and Manner in Parliament, we come across a speaker 
with a voice “the like of which has but rarely rung through the rafters of 
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St. Stephens” and that sounded “like a peal of bells, for a single one could 
not produce such varied tones.” Another was dismissed in biblical fashion, 
as his “voice in debate is even as sounding brass or a tinkling cymbal,” and 
yet another had “a voice the peculiarities of which an adequate impression 
could be given only by the introduction here of a musical stave fantastically 
scored.” Lucy described many other voices as well, more succinctly but ef-
fectively.77 These pithy statements, like the examination notes above, form 
an imperfect glossary. Meaning can only be derived indirectly by observ-
ing where, how, and for what reasons singers or speakers were repeatedly 
characterized by attributing certain terms or phrases. But they are a place to 
start understanding the surprisingly specialized vocabulary of voice that was 
employed in a context without acoustic recording but with well-developed 
sonic skills. They also show how valuable an exploration of sources outside 
the precise remit of a singular speech, event, or performance can be in order 
to contextualize historical vocal practices.
Step 3: The Body
As the Paris Conservatoire’s exams show as well, much like certain voices 
were considered to be suitable for certain roles, they were also thought to 
fi t particular bodies. The two are connected, of course: on stage, a perfect 
representation of the hero, the shrew, or the fool was shown as well as vo-
calized. In nineteenth-century understandings of vocal practices and vocal 
training, bodies mattered and were imagined as matter. Rising attention to 
the vocal organs, and the larynx in particular, produced increasingly inte-
grated and performative understandings of the role of the biological body 
in vocal production throughout the century.78 It also increasingly anchored 
the voice in the throat—a process that sought to lessen the eeriness of the 
research subject and culminated in the use of photographs of the singing 
or speaking larynx as a visual stand-in for vocal sound. By the end of the 
nineteenth century, the voice was, for some researchers, synonymous with 
laryngeal movement. In some cases, this material understanding of vocal 
practice even carried over to the voice itself, which was understood as a 
physical phenomenon produced by a material body and as a something to 
be emitted or ingested as well, with commentators describing long speeches 
as heavy meals, or regional pronunciation as a garbled bouillabaisse.79 A com-
mentator on Cambridge’s student debates, for example, implored speakers 
in 1895 to “adapt themselves to the meteorological conditions. Beefsteak is 
excellent in winter, also plum pudding, but in summer one’s soul delights 
in . . . thirst-assuaging lettuce.”80
The nineteenth-century apparent discovery of the materiality of the 
voice, and its subsequent insistence on the bodily origins and the nature 
of its sound, should urge us to pay particular attention to the speaking and 
singing body when historicizing the spoken word.81 The history of voice is 
not just a history of the senses: it is not only the ears of the listener involved 
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in the processes of meaning-making that created these culturally specifi c 
sounds. Next to the “period ear,” what could be called a “period larynx” 
was at work. Unlike historical musical instruments, this cannot be built—
although singers do engage in historical vocal exercises to replicate the 
sounds of baroque performers, for example. It therefore has to be imagined 
using historical understandings of how the body took shape, how it moved, 
and how it mattered in the historical period at hand. For the nineteenth 
century, that means attending to the scientifi c discoveries and inventions 
hinted at before. It should also include a reading of these discoveries in the 
light of cultural understandings of the embodied identity that guided them.
Despite the growing infl uence of evolutionary theories, much of the 
expertise produced on voices was still based on an understanding of the 
human body as a product of its physical environment. And thus, Italians 
were believed to be naturally good singers, while “Laplanders” would have 
been discouraged from developing a pleasant speaking voice by the cold. Or, 
as minister, amateur singer, and self-declared expert Theodor Schmauk put 
it: “In cold climates we may look for notes of storm, and ruggedness and 
battle and conquest. In temperate climes, there should be life and grace. The 
Frenchman’s tones should be short, piquant, airy and gay. The German’s, 
broad, slow, reverential. The Italian’s, voluptuous and melodic. The English-
man’s, positive, stubborn, formal.”82
Such characterizations were not debunked as stereotypes in the brave 
new world of experimental science, but they gained new currency as the in-
Figure 2. Advertising for the ammoniaphone. Courtesy of the Wellcome Collection, London.83
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creasing stress on comparative biology was brought to bear on such matters. 
So-called “natural explanations” emerged for various vocal characteristics. 
The Ammoniaphone advertised by a certain Mr. Mocca, for example, claimed 
that the high quantities of ammonia in the air in Italian cities accounted for 
the country’s excellent vocalists. Breathing in “Italian air” would therefore 
help aspiring English singers to achieve their operatic dreams. Old under-
standings of vocalized identity were thus integrated into modern under-
standings, leading to the development of practical exercises or even curative 
instruments for singers and speakers in search of the perfect, natural voice. It 
is also in this context that the practices of the ethnicized, gendered, or aged 
voice can be better understood—or, that the processes of “naturalization” 
(Jarman) or “ossifi cation” (Eidsheim) of the voice into a particular gendered, 
ethnicized, or aged guise take place.
Step 4: Interconnected Sonic Skills
Although the history of the modern voice is closely aligned with the history 
of the body—and can therefore take methodological cues from that fi eld—
there are some specifi cities to take into account. As historians of the body 
and particularly those with an interest in health and medicine have shown, 
nineteenth-century bodies were often understood as outer, material refl ec-
tions of one’s inner moral life.84 This carried over to the voice, as a number of 
unconventional voices were heard as markers of their owner’s immorality or 
abnormality as well—overly high-pitched male voices would, for example, 
be classed as “eunochoid.” French physiologist Eduard Fournie made a point 
of describing the soprano voice of a young man whose voice “resembles 
that of a eunuch” even though “the man who possesses it has fathered two 
children and can, moreover, provide all other possible testimony.”85 Travel-
ing from inside one’s body to another’s ear, however, the voice occupied a 
liminal space. On the one hand, it seemed to reveal inner thoughts and emo-
tions—giving things away that discourse and faces otherwise kept secret—
but on the other hand, the voice could manipulate and fool others as well. 
Rather than belonging to the speaker and singer in a straightforward man-
ner, the voice always already appeared to be intersubjective, meaning that 
more than one body is always at play when studying the historical voice. 
The voice’s capacity to travel had been understood in such a semi-material 
way by, among others, Francis Bacon as well.86 And although the idea of 
sound waves and sound’s travel through the ether would come to replace 
such knowledge, the voice never became exclusively or completely tethered 
to its bodily place of origin.
Put more simply, the history of the voice should always concern both 
larynges and ears, and above all the movements in and between them. This 
entails, I would argue, not only a performative approach but also one fo-
cused on performance and practice in a more literal sense. It is through 
constant practice and its repetition that voices have accounted for historical 
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change. Much like sonic skills include conscious exercise and work in de-
veloping the act of listening (next to the unconscious work of existing and 
functioning in a changing sonic environment), they should also include the 
conscious practice or training that go into learning how to speak, how to 
sing, and how to sound right for a particular environment.87 This practice is 
always performed in connection to shared understandings of health, beauty, 
and comprehensibility. While historical actors of any given period or con-
text may not vocally perform in similar ways, they did share vocabularies, 
imaginations of the body, and ears attuned to the same aspects of transcrib-
able sound described above. Vocal performances were never carried out in 
isolation or as a collective endeavor, but in constant conversation with other 
performances and with these shared expectations.
At the same time, the pace of corporeal change expressed in and through 
voice was uneven and was practiced and experienced within those conver-
sations. Despite their recurrent insistence on normality, biological laws, and 
the universal, nineteenth-century observers also showed great interest in the 
inherent unruliness of the voice, which seemed to have the capacity to run 
away with otherwise stable bodies. It was noted, for example, that the voice 
of young men was specifi cally unruly “at that interesting period of life, when 
we experience for the fi rst time this thirst for love” and “nature develops in 
so rapid a manner the vocal organs” that they become untrustworthy.88 This 
was a remarkable fact, since women’s bodies were generally believed to be 
far less stable and provided less control, as the female larynx was thought to 
be less developed than the male one. Moreover, some voices ran away with 
others’ bodies, exerting such power over their listeners’ ears that normal 
control over their actions was threatened. Practices of hypnosis were gen-
erally limited to small circles, but the image of mesmerism and the threat it 
could pose in the hands of a skillful orator was much more widespread.89 
Debating societies advertised their effectiveness, for example, by claiming 
that those who wished to “sway the Senate or mesmerise a congregation 
from the pulpit” could do so with a little practice.90 The effect of the speaker’s 
voice was therefore understood as potentially quite different from the effect 
of their message. The intersubjective interplay at work during conversation 
was, in other words, not only a question of information or discourse being 
exchanged between speakers and listeners who sent and received messages 
through language, it was a matter of both parties performing cultural work 
to engage with the sounds being produced and the expectations, social val-
ues, and meanings attached to them in their own right.
Conclusion
One could argue that, despite the absence of acoustic technology for replay, 
there are in fact recordings available of voices of the nineteenth century. 
These can be read and understood in ways that may differ from the methods 
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we use to approach acoustic material, but the results of those methods are 
not as different as one might assume. As musicologist Nicolas Cook explains: 
“Just as performances are not adequately understood as reproductions of 
work, so recordings are not adequately understood as reproductions of per-
formances; rather, they represent performances through complex processes 
of cultural signifi cation. We hear recordings as performances, in other words 
diegetically, even when we know that the performance represented by the 
recording never took place.”91
Familiarity with the historical vocabulary used to describe vocal sounds 
allows for such a diegetical approach to written records as well. What is 
recorded in these documents is a combination of material aspects of vocal 
sound, some of them pertaining to the physics of sound, but most to the 
corporeality of the practices of vocalization and listening. In trying to piece 
together the “complex processes of cultural signifi cation,” which were put 
into play to represent sounds and create the documents we now have at our 
disposal, we must therefore attend to cultural practices far beyond that of 
the recording itself. This entails the inclusion of sources that are not directly 
related to a particular speech, song, body, or event we may be interested in.
That being said, an inclusion of voice in modern histories will depend 
fi rst and foremost on a willingness and methodology to reinterpret a number 
of known texts as representations of vocal practice. The fact that political 
opinions in parliaments were spoken and heard, the notion that business 
could be conducted on a man’s word, the idea that children’s silvery voices 
could pierce a sensitive person’s heart, knowing that “votes for women” was 
a cry and not only a placard, the repeated experience of letting the sounds of 
a sermon wash over you in church—all of these things mattered to listeners 
and speakers. And they should therefore also matter to us. Moreover, recog-
nizing that the sociocultural and political effect of a discourse would depend 
largely on the way it was delivered and heard may help us understand the 
reception of a number of opinions voiced in the nineteenth century in new 
ways and encourage us to include utterances that have been documented as 
inarticulate among the voices, rather than the noise, of history. Attending to 
the histories of the voice is not a matter of giving voice to previously hidden 
fi gures in the historical record, relying on the ambiguous metaphor of voice 
as presence, which too often equates speaking out loud with authoritative or 
transgressive acts. Instead, delving into historical vocal practices allows for a 
more fi ne-grained analysis of the complexities and practicalities of both em-
powerment and oppression, and their often thoroughly mundane sounds.
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